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You'd better pray to the Lord when you see those flying saucers

It may be the coming of the Judgement Day

It's a sign there's no doubt of the trouble that's about

So I say my friends you'd better start to pray

They're a terrifying sight as they fly on day and night

It's a warning that we'd better mend our ways

You'd better pray to the Lord when you see those flying saucers

It may be the coming of the Judgement Day

[Buchanan Brothers 1947]
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INTRODUCTION

This megagame is inspired by the classic computer

game 'UFO Enemy Unknown' and the more recent

excellent XCOM game. Both games, whilst very

absorbing at the tactical level are naturally thin on

high level politics and diplomatic action. What I was

interested in were some of the bigger issues facing a

world under covert (or even overt) attack by an alien

menace.

Hence a megagame.

The basic premise is that aliens from outer space

are increasingly visiting earth to abduct, investigate,

and terrorise. What is less clear are their motives.

Are they ultimately aiming to subvert and take over,

or perhaps render earth demoralised and weak

enough to invade, or is it some unfathomable motive comprehensible only to a twisted

alien psychology? The truth is out there, somewhere.

The main part of the game is about how humanity as a collection of political entities

decides to react to the current emerging crisis, alongside evolving global or regional crises

that characterise our day to day world. Players will therefore have more than just space

aliens to deal with – they will be responding to humanity as well

This handbook outlines the main game mechanisms so far as everyone on the human

team understands them.

As the game develops so there will be new technologies, developments or events that may

'break' those basic rules. Control will explain if and when this happens.

So, enjoy your day … and keep watching those skies!

Jim Wallman

Streatham 2014
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GAME TIMETABLE

This game was adapted from a real-life version, where the game would have been played

during one day in a village hall or series of rooms.

Online, each turn takes approximately 48 hours. Each game represents three months of real

life activity.



Turn 1 : Jan-Mar 2020

Turn 2 : Apr-June 2020

Turn 3 : July-Sep 2020

Turn 4 : Oct-Dec 2020

Turn 5 : Jan-Mar 2021

Turn 6 : Apr-June 2021

Turn 7 : July-Sep 2021

Turn 8 : Oct-Dec 2021

Turn 9 : Jan-Mar 2022

Turn 10 : Apr-June 2022

Turn 11 : July-Sep 2022

Turn 12 : Oct-Dec 2022
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GAME LAYOUT

The online game is played using https://roll20.net/ and all players will need an account

there. Each country will be given its own room.

There will also be specific rooms for scientists, the UN, and the overall world map. Who

gets access to each room will be decided before each game.

The Aliens will also be given their own private room, to which no human will be

permitted entry.

Players are very welcome to form their own IRC rooms, Skype chats or any other form of

communication. However, they must make sure that all official communication is brought to

the attention of the control team, as the control team cannot possibly monitor every single

spin-off room that exists!

Constant communication is key. The roll20 rooms will archive any chat. It is better to leave

a message for your teammates than hope to be online with them at the same time later in

the day. Previous experience has shown that this just doesn’t happen, and then the team

has had no communication at all. Had they left messages for each other, it would have

worked better.
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PLAYER ROLES

It is up to each country as to how strictly these roles are policed. Whereas the roles will

always be given, whether they are adhered to is up to the country. The control team should

be informed in the first instance, for example if you want the Chief Scientist to be able to

give all the other orders in case their teammates are not around.

It quickly became clear in the first online game that teams that stuck too strictly to these

roles were rendered ineffective by people not being online at appropriate times. Organising

a “chain of command” and contingency plans should the team not fully agree their orders in

time should be an absolute priority.

Head of State / Deputy Head of State

The Head of State / Government leads and coordinates the team. The amount of

autonomy as to decision-making depends on the political system. (See your individual

team's National briefing).

Foreign Minister / Diplomat

The Foreign Minister is the focal point for communication with other teams. Generally they

will circulate, chatting and finding out things during the game. They can also task Agents,

by passing instructions to the Command Player each turn.

The Foreign Minister will also be the team's default representative at the UN Security

Council meetings.

Chief of Defence Staff

This role is usually the Command Player (see below) responsible for the deployment and

actions of all military units, including the advanced units used to intercept aliens. The

Military player also keeps the team informed of the detail of action on the main map –

perhaps reporting trends in alien activity, and the activity of other teams. This is the main

means of following action on the main map for the other team members.

Chief Scientist

Collecting alien technologies and deciding on priorities for research. Advising the team on

options for further study, suggesting priorities for recovering specific items. Possibly also

boasting about national scientific progress when meeting other Chief Scientists.

Global Network News

The world media are represented by a Global Network News (GNN)

team. They will be circulating among the teams recording

interviews, videos and producing materials that reflect the current

world situation. Teams can help them by providing press releases –

though there are no guarantees that those press releases will be

published unedited.

Independents

Should the game fill all of the above roles, further roles can be created. For instance,

wealthy benefactors, private space companies, religious groups or non-affiliated scientists

could all play a role.
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TURN SEQUENCE &amp; ACTIONS

Sequence of Play

There are two parallel themes – political and operational.

The political theme consists of semi-permanent sessions of the UN Security Council.

The security council will be wrestling with a range of global issues.

The operational theme consists of military operations against the alien menace, or

dealing with matters of global security etc.

Both of these themes run side-by-side as the game progresses. Players will be

pushed and pulled in numerous different directions.

Phase 1 and 2, although different in name, run at the same time and have an identical

deadline.



Phase 1 – Planning



Phase 2 – Logistics



Phase 3 – Processing



Actions

Duration

Teams will discuss and place resources

24 hours

on their County control panel, spending

as they see fit. During this time any UN

crisis will be revealed, as will any world

events. Countries will be in deep

discussion with each other during this

phase.

When a country is sure that their orders

are final, they submit them on their control

panel. However, any orders will not be

“locked in” until the 24 hour period has

finished, so mistakes can be rectified and

plans changed right to the last minute.

The control team will process the turn

24 hours

orders, update game boards and follow

any instructions given to them by the

players.



COMMUNICATION
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THE UNITED NATIONS

The UN Security Council consists of permanent

and temporary members.

Currently the five permanent members are:

•

•

•

•

•



USA

UK

France

China

Russia



Non-Permanent Members

Along with the five permanent members, the Security Council has temporary members that

hold their seats on a rotating basis by geographic region.

These ten non-permanent members are elected by the General Assembly for two-year

terms starting on 1 January, with five replaced each year. To be approved, a candidate

must receive at least two-thirds of all votes cast for that seat, which can result in deadlock

if there are two roughly evenly matched candidates.

A retiring member is not eligible for immediate re-election.
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Member



Region representing



End of term



Chile



Latin America and Caribbean End of Turn 4 (2020)



New Zealand



Western Europe and Other



End of Turn 4 (2020)



Netherlands



Western Europe and Other



End of Turn 4 (2020)



Chad



Africa



End of Turn 4 (2020)



Vietnam



Asia



End of Turn 4 (2020)



Japan



Asia



End of Turn 8 (2021)



Brazil



Latin America and Caribbean End of Turn 8 (2021)



South Africa



Africa



End of Turn 8 (2021)



Nigeria



Africa



End of Turn 8 (2021)



Ukraine



Eastern Europe



End of Turn 8 (2021)



The voting for new non-permanent members depends on a number of factors, including

how the permanent members have behaved and the overall global situation. Control will

advise on this.



The Veto

Under Article 27 of the UN Charter, Security Council decisions on all substantive matters

require the affirmative votes of nine members. A negative vote or "veto" by a permanent

member prevents adoption of a proposal, even if it has received the required votes.
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